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Answer:
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/spark/apache-s
park-perf

NEW QUESTION: 2
View the Exhibit and examine the data in the PROJ_TASK_DETAILS
table.
The PROJ_TASK_DETAILS table stores information about tasks
involved in a project and the relation between them.
The BASED_ON column indicates dependencies between tasks. Some
tasks do not depend on the completion of any other tasks.
You need to generate a report showing all task IDs, the
corresponding task ID they are dependent on, and the name of
the employee in charge of the task it depends on.
Which query would give the required result?
A. SELECT p.task_id, p.based_on, d.task_in_charge
FROM proj_task_details p JOIN proj_task_details d
ON (p.task_id = d.task_id);
B. SELECT p.task_id, p.based_on, d.task_in_charge
FROM proj_task_details p FULL OUTER JOIN proj_task_details d ON
(p.based_on = d.task_id);
C. SELECT p.task_id, p.based_on, d.task_in_charge
FROM proj_task_details p LEFT OUTER JOIN proj_task_details d ON
(p.based_on = d.task_id);
D. SELECT p.task_id, p.based_on, d.task_in_charge
FROM proj_task_details p JOIN proj_task_details d
ON (p.based_on = d.task_id);
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: False
Box 2: Global
'resourceScopeType' should be "Personal" if it's something that
each user should consent to, or "Global" if it's something that

applies to the entire tenant, (and thus, an administrator would
have to consent to).
References:
https://social.msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/vstudio/en-US/f344e748
-2c924c57-aeff-a6227a8d6535/multiple-client-applications-authorisati
on-towebapi?forum=WindowsAzureAD

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is wrong with the configuration shown below?
A. The router-id command should not be used in this context
B. The vrf-target command is mandatory
C. The VPRN ID must be the same value as is used in the
vrf-target command
D. The VPRN ID must be the same value as is used in the
route-distinguisher command
E. There is nothing wrong with this configuration
Answer: E
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